
Ways to Make Our City 
Greener




Greencrest Hills 

How did we make our city green?

We used solar panels on 
many buildings to make 
electricity from sunlight.

We had wind turbines 
that made electricity from 
the wind.




Greencrest Hills

We had bike lanes so 
people could ride bikes 
instead of using cars.

We had buses so many 
people could ride together 
instead of everyone using 
a their own car.




Greencrest Hills

We had a community 
garden and green spaces.




Greencrest Hills

We had a recycling center. Many buildings and 
houses had rain barrels to 
collect rain for watering 
plants and gardens.





What can we do to make 
our city even 
GREENER?

Here are some ideas we saw in 
other Terrace Town cities.





Could we have different kinds of 
transportation?

A bullet train can take many people to 
different parts of the city quickly





A monorail is another type of train.  The track is 
elevated so it goes over roads and some buildings.




Gondolas also take people in the air on cables.





Bike lanes that go through the whole city make it 
possible to ride wherever you need to go.  Sidewalks 

are available for people to walk places instead of drive.




Could we have more Green Space?





Green space was put in the middle of neighborhoods so 
people had natural areas in their cities.  There are 

gardens, play parks, woods and fields.





Nature reserves are areas that are preserved for 
wildlife.  No one can build on them or change the land.





Rooftop Gardens are green spaces on top of buildings.  
These are useful in places where there are many 

buildings.




Could we have more Wind Power?

Wind Farms are large groups of wind mills that make 
electricity by using the wind.




Solar panels are used to make electricity from the sun.  
Large fields of solar panels called arrays can make a lot 
of electricity.  

Could we have more Solar Power?





In your opinion, what one thing 
could we have added to our city 

to make it greener?

Remember to explain your idea with 
at least three reasons.
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